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revolution in space !! ‘lig 4 
This amazing structure symbolizes the outer space theme for this year's Century 21 International Exposition in 

Seattle, Washington. Called the Space Needle, it soars 600 feet into the air on three steel legs, tapers to a slim 

waist at the 373-ft. mark, then flares out slightly to the 500-ft. level, and is crowned by a mezzanine, observation deck, 

and a 260-seat restaurant that revolves slowly (one complete revolution an hour) while patrons enjoy their meals. 

The Space Needle is a combination of sheer audacity and imagination with 3,500 tons of steel. Steel was 

chosen because it would be faster to erect, stronger per unit area, quickly available. A relatively new type of 

structural carbon steel called A36 was used because its greater strength (about 10%) permits higher design 

stresses, at the same time maintaining factors of safety, and because it could be easily welded. This is an example 

of the exciting materials and challenging projects engineers will find at United States Steel. 

Be sure to register with your Placement Director. For information about the many career opportunities at 

United States Steel, including financial analysis or sales, write U. S. Steel Personnel Division, Room 2301, 

525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania. U. S. Steel is an equal opportunity employer. 
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Illustration Courtesy The Martin Company 

At f t 
Monsanto ...a world leader in chemicals, plastics and company that’s ready and able to move vigorously in- 
petroleum products ... has also taken a giant step into _—‘ to new fields. And that means plenty of growing room 
the atomic space age. Now broadcasting signals from for you .. . ever-expanding opportunity as your pro- 
space is a Transit satellite transmitter, powered by an _ fessional interests broaden. 
“atomic generator.” This long-lived power source is See your Placement Director to arrange an interview 
fueled with plutonium 238 processed and encapsulated when we visit your campus eects a 
at Mound Laboratory, which Monsanto Research soon.Or write today forour i 

Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Monsanto, new brochure, “You, Your . 2. 
operates for the Atomic Energy Commission. Career and Monsanto,” to ee 

, , a . Professional Employment OnSad a ou 
This achievement is important to you because it suggests Manager, Department EM-5, [J ¢4g34 jm oy 
the kind of future the Monsanto family offers the young Monsanto Chemical Com- — = & @§ 
engineer of exceptional promise. You'll be joining a pany, St. Louis 66, Missouri. [EF YY 

® 

ALL QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL RECEIVE CONSIDERATION WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE, CREED, COLOR OR NATIONAL ORIGIN 
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Must tomorrow's travelers resort to howdahs and / \~ 

camel litters in order to get about? Not so, say \ 

our Ford Motor Company scientists. . \ 

First—aside from the unlikely depletion of our \ \ ov 

natural sources of gasoline—the prospects for an 

higher-efficiency internal combustion engines \ 

are excellent. \ 8 

Second, while gasoline still appears the best con- i 

ceivable automotive fuel, our scientists are study- / 

ing the outlook for new energy sources for cars. 

Among intriguing possibilities: new energy con- 

version systems using degraded fuels, or fuels 

synthesized from low-cost power produced by 

nuclear fusion. Magneto-hydrodynamic gener- 

ators and solid-state thermoelectric and electro- 

chemical converters offer other possibilities. 

This is all part of a broad quest for fundamental 

knowledge, earning Ford its place of leadership 

through scientific research and engineering. 

MOTOR COMPANY 

The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 

PRODUCTS FOR THE AMERICAN ROAD « THE FARM ¢ 

INDUSTRY * AND THE AGE OF SPACE 
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The Periodic Table lists all the known elements of the world we live in... more than half of them used by Union Carbide 

This is the world of Union Carbide 

Millions of people have used such Union Carbide products as You will be interested in the 
PRESTONE anti-freeze, EVEREADY flashlights and batteries, or PyRoFAx career opportunities available 

x . oe 5s = . with Union Carbide in carbons, 
bottled gas. But the major part of Union Carbide’s output is in basic materials, chemicals, gases, metals, plas- 

employed by more than 50,000 industrial customers to fill everyone’s life iiessand nuclear enerayes hes na 

with useful things. placement office? For further in- 
: : formation write for Booklet FF, 

The 70,000 people of Union Carbide operate more than 400 plants, Union Carbide Corporation, 270 

mines, mills, laboratories, warehouses, and offices in the United States, Re Ue ee neyo 
. . i el rk. (Please ment 

Canada, and Puerto Rico. With these vast resources and skills, and the help career field.) 

of 35,000 suppliers, they create a variety of products in the fields of metals, 

carbons, gases, plastics, and chemicals. i) 

It is men and women working together to provide new and better ys UNION 

materials that gives full meaning to Union Carbide. And the people of Union Cc AR BI DE 

Carbide, backed by 128,000 stockholders, will go on producing the necessities - 2 

and conveniences that will help keep our standard of living the highest " 

in the world. Periodic Chart ©Welch—Chicago ...a hand 
The terms “Eveready,” “Prestone,” “Pyrofax”, and “Union Carbide” are trade marks of Union Carbide Corporation. in things to come 
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Malleable Castings. ...Shortest and 
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Most Economical Route to Quality Products 
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Eliminate Waste Metal coal 
Why pay for 2.8 pounds of metal... then machine out and 

scrap 1.2 pounds of the center? Changing this snap coupler < a ie 

to a Malleable iron casting with a cored center reduced initial Eliminate Machining 

cost 31 cents and cut the first interior machining opera- With Malleable you often get the finished part right out of 

tion by 72 per cent (subsequent operations were up to 25 the mold. This Malleable sprocket is used without machin- 

per cent less expensive, too). Through expert use of cores ing or hardening on the teeth. It replaces a flame cut steel 

in parts that require interior design details, your Malleable plate to which a hub was welded. Remember, you can get 

foundry puts metal only where it is needed. equal or better quality at lower cost with Malleable. 

ia ‘ >> 4 “ > 

ln ga | pw, 

( Gt a = CMe 2 Sa. > 
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a ee 5 Nek 
Ki.” a ]] ~ 
Co 2, ef yy 
sy Eliminate Surplus Weight 

| You don’t need to beef up parts until they’re needlessly 

Bei heavy just to eliminate failure during use. For example, this 

Eliminate Assembly pneumatic impact wrench cuts metal, breaks welds, splits 

How much can you save on a simple little hanger like this? nuts and shears bolts. At one time, breakage of the pistol 

Plenty, when you have to cut, bend, punch and weld, in- grip housing near the impact area was a serious problem. 

cluding all the handling involved ...and when you’re using A change to Malleable solved the problem by providing 

60,000 pieces a year. Converted to a Malleable casting maximum strength in thin sections. When your parts need 

(with cored hole and better design), this simple part looks a high fatigue ratio, remember that Malleable ranks high 

better, works better, costs less... because it’s Malleable. among commonly used metals. 

| 
EMBE | AREA EGREERNG 5 ‘ ae 3b , M R 

ete Free Malleable Engineering Data File is available for your use. Just 

€ | write to Malleable Castings Council, Union Commerce Building, 

i ' Cleveland 14, Ohio...or ask any company that displays this symbol... MALLEABLE 
SST Nae | 

© \¥ 
*STiwe 6 coun? 
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Who is eligible? Does the Air Force 
. iti ? 

College graduates, with a degree from an offer career opportunities? 
accredited college or university, who are U.S. Yes. Technically trained officers have a particu- 

citizens 20’4 to 29% at time of application. larly bright career outlook. They have good : 
Male applicants may be married or unmarried; °PPortunities for graduate study. 

female applicants maust be single and have no How can further information 

dependents. Applicants must complete written be obtained? 

hysical examinations for commissioning. . a . 
and phy © 8 Write to OTS Information. Box 7608, Wash- 

ington 4, D.C., or inquire at any Air Force Re- 

What kinds of engineers cruiting Office, listed in the telephone directory 
are needed most? under “U.S. Government— Air Force.” 

Aeronautical, electrical, mechanical, civil, 
5 * ‘ 5 FOO III II DIO IIIA III III SOK te 

architectural, industrial. (Also graduates with * x 

any degree who majored in nuclear physics, x Civilian Career Opportunities * 

engineering physics or meteorology.) x The Air Force also offers challenging jobs for bd 
% engineers as civilians. Write to Directorate of 

x Civilian Personnel, Hq. Air Force Systems Com- * 

What is Air Force * mand, Andrews Air Force Base, Washington 25, 
. wo - : x Officer Training School? a Ds Gx soncerning opportunities for individuals % 

% with degrees in aeronautical, electrical, elec- 

A precommission training course of 3 months’ X tronic, and mechanical engineering. Write to x 
d z Lackland Air F B T % Directorate of Civilian Personnel, Hq. Air Force 

uration at Lacklan UB MOLCE: BASES LEXA. % Logistics Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force 

Officer trainees upon graduation receive a com- % Base, Ohio, concerning opportunities for individ- 4 

mission as second lieutenant. They are then as- % vals with degrees in industrial engineering, e 
. - oe . * * signed directly to duty or additional training, AI IKK II I I II III TTI II SAA 
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--~ , formancanswer... ES 
a Cc If that’s the kind of scientist or engineer — 

_ you want to be, then Jet Propulsion Laboratory <a - 
is your kind of place. (] Here at the foot of the mountains _ 

a in Pasadena, California, JPL people are designing the spacecraft 

7 that will land instruments on the Moon and planets. 0 They’re using 

v down-to-earth investigations for their probe into space. They want to know ‘ 
what the Moon is made of. If there’s life on other planets. They have to know. They be 

will know. (] If you'll only take know for an answer, then discover the many disciplines i 

involved in other-world exploration. Write today for your copy of ‘Missions Into Space/Jet | 

Propulsion Laboratory”. ( All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment 

without regard to race, creed or national origin/U.S. citizenship or current security clearance required. 

JET PROPULSION LABORATORY : 
4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, California : | 

: Operated by California Institute of Technology for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 2 a 
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i C dia | at American Oil 

P| 
| by Kiger a 

F = a “This Company recognizes the value of varied 
» < r N\ Pop experience, and encourages you to broaden your 

mG ie) knowledge.” 
| ri ae — = : Roger Fisher, B.Ch.E. from Cornell and Ph.D. 

pe oS. at candidate from Princeton is one of many young 
i ie St oS f a, scientists and engineers at American Oil shaping 

Ce >. ane * oe the future for himself, his Company and the 
|e hi iy ‘ i industry. At 26, he has earned a Fulbright 

Ny i a = aed ou Scholarship and will take a year’s leave of 
mii mn Fae Coe oe absence to continue his graduate research on 

Seo, oe a - solids mixing at the University of Osaka, Japan. 
A EO - V4 “American Oil is looking for broad-gauge 

if | lis a research people,’’ Roger adds. ‘In the long run, 
- aa el the Company benefits as well as the professional 

x Fe eo lm _ * who continues to grow in his own or in several 
> iN ee fields of research.” 

ue il a _ y Roger’s present assignment at American Oil 
2 4h &= - os 4 involves applied research—to plan, design, build 

: c “ | a Le and operate bench scale lab equipment, to study 
on aS a -— a — the kinetics of catalytic cracking. His is one of | 
1 a) a, dU _ F many diversified projects at American Oil Com- | 
Pa , UD pany. Chemists, chemical engineers, physicists, 
TO Ler eet : mathematicians and metallurgists can find inter- 

ps ll ee . . . * 
eas" bar e - | — esting and important work in their own fields. 

q i ee The ability of American Oil to attract bright 
| i. .- =~ young scientists and engineers like Roger Fisher 
a . : FF ™ might have special meaning to you. For complete 

— a ye information concerning career opportunities in 
2 | Jy y — 2. the Research and Development Department of 
Be > . £- fe American Oil, write D. G. Schroeter, American 

- ven Sy oe Oil Company, P. O. Box 431, Whiting, Indiana. 

Um a. IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS, 
| ~~ » estes Cr LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS 
Sy Bik CC. , | ASSOCIATE COMPANY, AMOCO CHEMICALS, ARE ENGAGED IN 

kh ee ~ is SUCH DIVERSIFIED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS: 
|... St -— .. — : New and unusual polymers and plastics @ Organic ions under 

- - — 9 7 electron impact @ Radiation-induced reactions @ Physiochemical 
> _ . nature of catalysts @ Fuel cells @ Novel separations by gas 

= = ee 2 a chromatography © Application of computers to complex technical 

_ ¥ problems @ Synthesis and potential applications for aromatic 

: acids @ Combustion phenomena @ Solid propellants for use with 

missiles @ Design and economics: New uses for present products, 

new products, new processes @ Corrosion mechanisms @ Devel- 

e opment of new types of surface coatings 

@® 

QT@S) STANDARD OIL 
DD owision oF american oll COMPANY 

a NATIONAL MARKETING AFFILIATE OF STANDARD OIL. COMPANY (INDIANA) 
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by R. C. Entwistle me‘62 

HE manufacturing of steam gine was developed in which steam this way more of the steam pres- 
cars ended in 1925 but inter- was used to push the piston out. sure could be used. 
terest has lived on through Water was then used to condense Steam engines had been used in 

the years. Only enthusiasts have the steam and cause a vacuum in railroad locomotives, ships, and 
worked and sweated to overcome the cylinder. This vacuum allowed _ factories as well as in steam ve- 
the problems inherent in the de- atmospheric pressure to force the hicles. But it was not until 1880, 
velopment of a fine steam car. One piston down. The pressure of the when the four-cycle gasoline en- 

such nao d has designed air on top during the downstroke Seat ae the automobile Wa ls 
anc a sven steam-powered was more a source of power than tate , nie engine wou € 

automobiles,.as Charles -F’, Keen‘ was the push of the entering steam — PUt to the test. : Madison, Wisconsin. . At first the steam people had it 
Baa! : on the upstroke. . 

In building a new type of car, By 1775 oo en all their own way. Most of the new 
very few “standard” parts are avail- y joa reciprocating steam horseless carriages were steam 

able. Therefore, the chassis, body,  ¢mgine with inlet and exhaust ports riven, with some electric and a 
and engine of Mr. Keen’s car are was developed that used only the few gas powered. These steam 
all new, with standard brakes and Push of the steam. carriages of the 80s and ’90s were 
magnesium racing wheels. About 1850 the steam engine had — quieter, more dependable, faster, 

become more fully developed. Mul- smoother operating, and longer 
BACKGROUND AND HISTORY tiple stage engines were used in lasting than the gasoline driven 
Back as early as 1700, steam which the exhaust from a_ first ones; which were noisy, smelly, 

came to be realized as a source of smaller cylinder was used to drive subject to breakdowns, and impos- 
power, A reciprocating steam en- a second and larger cylinder. In sible to start at times. 

10 THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
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At the turn of the century, car Auxiliaries—feedwater pump, cyl- taxes, however, must be added to 
manufacturers began to pop up and __inder oil pump, and electric gener- __ the price of gasoline and diesel oil. 
disappear like mushrooms. Right ator—are direct driven from the This added cost makes furnace oil 
after the 1901 New York Automo- engine, the best buy and is the reason for 
bile Show, 49 cars were using elec- Boiler its choice for the Steamliner. 
tric motors—99 were using internal- 
combustion engines—106 were us- Major improvements have been Atomic energy may also be a 
ing steam engines. The electrics | made on the boiler and burner. It future means of producing steam 
were short-lived and the race was took from 20 to 30 minutes to for a steam car. Although atomic 
between the latter two. warm-up the old steamers. In this energy is used for propelling ships, 

Steam was the favorite but it  [¢W Flash-type steam generator or the atomic reactor is quite large to 
had its disadvantages. The distance boiler, operating steam is generated he fitted to a car. At present, 
that could be traveled between re- 9-35 seconds and a full head of although the core of a reactor need 
fuelings was less for a steam car. 1000 psi in less than one minute. only be 12 inches in diameter, the 
The cost to make a steam car was Tested at 6000 psi, this boiler will shielding of concrete, steel, and 
more; however, it lasted longer. operate at 1000 to 1200 psi, and Jead must be about 10 feet thick 
The warm-up time was the big dis- consists of stepped sizes of alloy on all sides. With atomic fuel at 
advantage because it took as long tubing spirally wound in an in- approximately $15 per gram, the 

as a an hour. As the pisoline be. sulated housing. When the pres- price is beyond the individual's 
ome ee To advamace, sure in the boiler drops to 800 psi reach. The future is of course 

the atomizing, spark-ignited, unforeseeable. 
As the steamers slowly disap-  blower-fed burner responds auto- 

peared, the steam car lovers still matically to steam demands. It has Body 
proclaimed the superiority of the “high fire” and “low fire” for high The Steamliner is completely 
steam engine. Among the last of and low speeds. Travel through the brand new from bumper to 

the steamers to go was the White boiler, from water to steam to bumper. The body is an original 
in 1912, and the famous Stanley in we : oe er 
1995 vapor and out to the engine, is so sports-car design. Its sleek lines 

, fast that the boiler is self-cleaning. were hand molded in fiber-glass 
Therefore lime will not coat on the —_ and finished in a bright red color. 

THE MODERN STEAMER inside of the boiler, Exhaust steam Magnesium racing-type wheels and 
The manufacture of the steam from the engine goes toa conden- black and gold upholstery adds to 

car came to an end long ago, but °° much like an ordinary car radia- _ its styling, Bucket seats and the 
imteeesk HAS waved disappeared. tor, where it is condensed to water. gauge-filled instrument panel gives 

Only the enthusiasts tinker with the This water is collected in a supply __ the appearance of an airplane cock- 
old relics or try to design new ones. tank called the hot well, where it pit. The gauges include: 

There is one such enthusiast who __ is ready to be recycled through the 1. Fuel and water gauge 
has designed a steam car that out- __ boiler. 9. Sremw temperature af angie 
performs all steam cars to date. Fuel 
This man’s name is Charles Keen . 3. Fuel pressure at burner 
of Madison, Wisconsin, What fol- The fuel burned in the Steam- 4, Boiler pressure 
lows: is: a presentation of some of _ liner is furnace oil. Gasoline, kero- 5. Speedometer and odometer 

the various problems and features Sen, or most any liquid that burns 6. Steam pressure at engine 
of his particular car, the Steam- can be used. Gasoline is Bot quite 7. Lubrication oil pressure 
liner. as good as other fuels since its - 

flame is a bit noisy. Coal in liquid 8. Exhaust pressure 
Engine suspension will be fine when on the 9. Ammeter 

The engine in the Steamliner is market. The main Glijstiies wher PERFORMANCE 
a 900 V-4, single-acting, poppet Picking a fuel is economics. The 

valve, unaflow engine. The engine Standard Oil Company gives the Because this car is still in the 

is rear mounted. It is coupled to following table for fuel prices in development stage, performance 

the rear axle with a 1.6:1 ratio. The the Chicago area, less road taxes: tests are still in progress. Therefore 

ee ee “gear, are Considering the table, diesel oil no graph can be drawn to compare 

differential. Therefore, there is no would be the cheapest fuel. Road (Continued on page 24) 

driveshaft and no clutch. No trans- 
mission is required because it is not TABLE 1.—COST OF STEAM CAR FUELS 
necessary to rev up the engine to Btu per Cost per Btu per 
get power from steam. Only a lever Fuel gallon gallon penny of cost 

is needed to reverse the engine for Liquid propane .............+..++. 91,591 18¢ 5,088 
forward or reverse motion of the Gasoline (regular) ...............-124,800 236 5,426 
car. An automatically variable com- Kerosene: os es sawen.og m xaceeres ws vo 91945000 16¢ 8,375 
pression ratio ranging to 25:1 at Furnace oil (#2) ..................139,000 16¢ 8,687 
high speed is a special ‘feature. DISSE GAD soca vin aes aearmean seu aoa seme vee ans sal BTGOOO 15¢ 9,173 
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o-ordination 

by L. J. Tordoff 

HIE prime aim of every elec- tribution system and the fuse link, tem parameters. Another consider- 
Tei power utility is to provide better known as the common house ation in the selection of an over- 

the best service possible to fuse, protects the individual cus- current protective device is the co- 
their customers, the users of elec- tomer. Most people are familiar ordination of that device with other 
tricity. An clectrical failure, often with the house fuse which melts interrupters in the system. System 
referred to as an outage, is the (“burns out”) and breaks the cir- co-ordination is the teamwork be- 
utilities’ biggest ‘headache’ because cuit if, for instance, too many elec- tween all the overcurrent protec- 
it causes the loss of revenue, ex- trical devices are being used in the tive devices to restrict an outage 
pensive maintenance, and deprecia- home. If this did not happen there — due to a fault to a minimum sec- 
tion of the important company- would be danger of intense heating tion. 
customer relations. The degree of of the house wiring and a very real System co-ordination can be best 
these failures may range from the fire hazard. A similar protective role understood by observing a simple 
loss of service to a single home to is played by other overcurrent ap- example. A small part of a power 
one which leaves several million paratus even though fires may not _ distribution system is shown in Fig. 
people without power, as occurred be the main concern. 1 which may represent a rural 
in New York City several years The device selected for a particu- substation receiving power from 
ago. lar installation depends upon the a high voltage transmission line 

Loss of continuity of service system characteristics at the point — and stepping the voltage down to 
arises from abnormal conditions, of application. These characteris- 7200/12470 volts for distribution. 
often caused by storms, equipment tics are voltage, load current, poss- This voltage is further reduced to 
failure, or human error. Among _ ible range of fault current, and sys- 120/240 for use at the load. The 
these conditions are line faults, 

line or equipment overloads, or 
damaged equipment. SUBSTATION 

There could be disastrous results 

if the power system was not pro- c E 
tected from the usual overcurrent 
associated with abnormal condi- A H 
tions. tf large currents were 7 _BRANCH 

allowed to flow for any consider- B LINES 
able length of time, valuable equip- 
ment would become damaged, fires 

may start, and service would be 
lost indefinitely. Fortunately for all I 

. BRANCH concerned, the power company LINE FAULT 
docs provide protection in the form 
of such current interrupting devices . 
as circuit breakers, oil circuit re- 
closers, fuse cutouts, and fuse links. 

Circuit breakers are used to in- 

terrupt the higher voltages while LINE, DIAGRAM OF 72007 12470 VOLT 
the recloser is used largely on dis- SYSTEM WITH GO-ORDINATING DEVICES. 
tribution lines. Fuse cutouts are 
also used on the lower voltage dis- FIG. | 
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following protective devices are FIG. 2 
identified by letters: device “A” is 
at the substation; “C” is in the 

feeder; “B”, “E”, and “F” are at [7 TOGGLE ASSEMBLY 
the branch taps off the feeder lines; L- “~~ 

“H’ is on the primary side of the C18 Se 
transformer and “I” is on the load oO; ‘4 0 [7 
side. These devices must be of cor- ee 
rect size to carry the normal load XE 
current yet respond properly to a 

fault. Two definitions are used 
when speaking of overcurrent in- I LOCKOUT 

(on the supply side) is termed the RUMP — LATCH 
“protecting” device and the next PISTON VALVE 
one closer to the supply is known 5 , 
as the “protected device. Suppose y Or VW 
a fault occurs as shown in the Y YO a) er 4 TRIP 
figure. Then, by definition, “E” be- VY UY -----] BY | PISTON 
comes the protector and “C” the YOY GY 
protected. If, however, a fault ZA Z Y 
occurred somewhere along the | | 1 
main feeder between “C” and “F”, 
then “C” becomes the protector 
and “A” the protected. These defi- 
nitions are explained more clearly 
in view of the three principles of 
system co-ordination: PLUNGER \ A | his 

1. Outages caused by temporary \/ SOLENOID 
faults must be eliminated. 

2. An outage must be restricted COIL 
to the smallest section of the I | 
system for the shortest time. ? 

3. The protecting device must 
clear a permanent fault before 
the protected device. 

: . TO OPEN CONTACTS! | TO CLOSE CONTACTS 
Applying the principles to the pre- 
vious example, device “E” must in- | st 
terrupt the branch line circuit to 
clear the fault from the system. 
After it has isolated the faulted 
branch, normal load current flows . ; . . . 
in the remainder of the network. drawn into the coil, or downward tion. With the plunger moving up- 

as shown. A set of contacts (lo- ward, the oil in the slide valve cyl- 
A look at the physical operation cated in a contact assembly not inder returns to the plunger cyl- 

of two of the pieces of interrupting shown) are then opened. inder and the slide valve moves 
apparatus and how they work to- While the plunger is moving down to block the escape port of 
gether will provide the necessary downward, it displaces oil which the trip piston cylinder. There- 
insight to system co-ordination and yaises the slide valve and escapes after, oil flows slowly through the 
fault clearing. The two that will be through the port above the trip small port in the slide valve and 
discussed are the oil circuit re- piston. Concurrently, the pump _ this slow flow retards the plunger’s 
closer and the fuse cutout. piston, connected to the plunger by _ return to normal position, causing a 

A cross section view of a stan- a lever arrangement, forces a delay of about one second before 
dard duty recloser is shown in Fig. charge of oil under the trip piston. the contacts close. 

2. The entire mechanism is im- This charge is retained in the cyl- If the fault still exists then the 
mersed in oil and all chambers con- inder of the trip piston by a check entire operation is repeated with 

tain oil. The large magnetic force valve, displacing the piston one- the only difference being that the 
exerted on the plunger when fourth of the cylinder length. oil flow caused by the pump piston 
greater than normal currents are Opening the contacts and break- moves the trip piston to the mid- 

passed through the series connected ing the circuit de-energizes the point of its cylinder so that upon 
solenoid coil operates the mechan- __ solenoid coil and a restoring spring completion of the cycle the trip 
ism. The overcurrents accompany- —_ connected to the contacts force the _ piston blocks the escape port. 
ing a fault cause the plunger to be plunger back to its original posi- (Continued on next page) 
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The third operation, if necessary, FIG. 3 

differs from the first two only by a 
greater time delay in opening the TOGGLE ASSEMBLY 

contacts. This is achieved by having 
the escape port blocked so restrict- IN LOCKOUT POSITION 

ing the flow of oil to the small ori- 
fice in a plug located in the slide 
valve cylinder. The trip piston is = 
meanwhile moved up to  three- © 
fourths of the cylinder length, still 

blocking the escape port. Py, iP 

If the fault still persists, a fourth 1 oe AVA a 

operation similar to the third, takes 100% “VY OL) 

place. This time the trip piston is \7 ME Ay aN 

forced the remaining distance up- » lA ~-=P 

ward and strikes the lockout latch, a A, 

Fig. 3 shows the toggle assembly cc lA 

in lockout position during which c™ AK | 

the contacts are held open. The LO) © 

circuit will remain open until the 
fault has been cleared and the re- 
closer is manually reset. 

If a temporary fault clears be- 
fore the recloser locks out, all me- 

chanical operations cease and the 10 FIG. 4 

trip piston settles to the bottom of 8 -——}} —__}—_ ++ ++ 

the cylinder. The recloser again pe 

becomes ready for a full four cycle 6 eee —— 

duty upon occurrence of another oe + HH 
fault. 4 ———h-\ PT 

The graph of Fig. 4 illustrates NNcl Titi fT 7 

the time-current (abbreviated, NN 
T-C) curve of a standard duty re- 2 
closer. The current is expressed as VN 

a per-cent of full load rating. This 
rating may be changed by simply , \ \\ 

interchanging the solenoid coil LN NN 
used of the particular recloser. 8 rE 

Curve A represents the fast inter- 6 CL | | LY XLII..710.. Ld 

rupting action of operations one Sf INN OA 
and two while curve B represents o qa ART oT PT RTN 
the retarded action of steps three oC rT MIN] [TINN TT] 

and four. Curve C is classified as = < 

extra retarded and may be used in 3 PLN LL LEA TT 
place of the retarded timing. Vari- w 2 ¥ IN 

ous combinations of the three set- on NQ 
tings are attainable through ad- 
justment of a hydraulic timing ! \ N 

echanism. nn mechanism / = 08 [i — 
The fuse cutout will not be ex- = Pp Cr Lee eee ee 

plained in any detail other than to b og-+——__t+ | fT INT Tyr 
Reg ee ee ene ate po IN mention it operates, in, priniple a Os < much like a house fuse. A fuse link 04 mi 

of rated current carrying capacity LE EE TE ARAL 
becomes heated when fault cur- ff 

rents flow and will melt if sub- 02 P| | 

jected to these currents for a speci- . 
fied period of time. Once this has ie 

happened that portion of the sys- 
tem remains without service until Ole 

the cutout is manually refused. 3° S s 8 Ss s 8 ° 

The hypothetical problem illus- s s 9 9 a 8 

trated in Fig. 6 will demonstrate CURRENT —- °% OF FULL LOAD RATING . 
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the co-ordinated action of a re- 40 amps. 
closer and cutout in restricting out- — 

ages due to various faults. The 35 (38) 

amp recloser is located on the load 
side of the distribution trans- 
former. Customer transformers 
have been omitted for simplifica- 10a. 

tion. Each of the four loads is pro- 
tected by its own fuse cutout. Sup- 
pose the normal load current flow- FAULT 
ing through the recloser is 40 amps 
with a current of 10 amps flowing 

to load B. Assume a fault occurs LOAD LOAD LOAD LOAD 
as indicated and the fault current A 8 C D 
becomes approximately 100 amps. 
Knowing the fault current permits FAULT CURRENT ~ 100 a. 
the use of T-C curves of Fig. 4 
and Fig. 5. The recloser has a fast 
action interrupting time of 0.18 
seconds for a current of 300% rated 
current. The fuse has a clearing FIG. 6 
time of 0.25 seconds for 100 amps. 
Thus, the recloser acts first and 
opens the circuit, clearing the fault. 
If the fault is momentary, as are 200, 
about 95%, then upon reclosing, 

the entire system is back to normal 
operation with no outage existing. 100 Ri 4 

: F ecidiieeaoenes doc caoe Ronee scandal pce cicenserenss cients eaiecs Reena a vio cesieeeeene Rea Lect 
If the fault remains, the recloser ee 

completes a second fast operation 60-—F ett tf 7 
giving the circuit another chance an —_ eee ree 
to clear itself. The fuse cutout will rT TT TTT TT ET TT 

melt and iniapt a permanent PAC Cio 
fault before the recloser can go 20 

wl ioe wwf le Beale ae TYTN EM LL a lockout. pias indicated Py 10 EEE EH 4 

he, Tecloser’ Clearmg ume! ior 1 —— ror 
seconds for the retarded cycle, or 6 —_ ee eer 
curve B. Thus. a temporary fault fe I 

‘ll b ‘ 1 4 th. F 1 anf 4 eee ee 

service and a permanent one will WY Litt Lt | 

be cleared with the outage re- n 2 | | TNT oT TTT TT 

5 2 

* Ht 1s through the a of these ° | I coaeereensneall scaniesans bicencs eeessetlis Reali odiasbedbvesecacicnseninaliocerssdccnecaeeelsaa a caicadl ok E il ancoimensincmisn asaaiidad 
interrupting devices that a power oO ie annie cate Na sR 

ae . . W TN eee ere 
utility is able to provide the excel- o 6—_—ooat oo eer 
lent’ servies customers: have come oe eA eee 
{Os ER ELE E 1 € th 1 afh-—_P+ Hatt} —_}+—_L A + 

must be studied and co-ordinated wy (+--+ + WF} 4} 1 1 ud ia WL in a similar manner, An electric =~ pt} | LTTTIN 7 TTT tT 
power failure will then be re- E 
stricted to the fewest possible 

users when an unavoidable fault EE 
occurs—henee, customer goodwill SE 
sontinies 06} continues. 06 

04 fae ed eu) 

siauioceapay 04 Te OA 
Loa ger ame eat ne gg ETI TIE 

closer”, A.I.E.E. Transactions, E. 1. y i al TTT Te 2. “Distribution Circuit Protection for Ol a5 oO O06 5 wy bl nll al 

the American Electric Power Com- 2g A g¢ ODS © Qo 53 8 oO 
pany”, A.LE.E. Transactions, W. H. ” N T0990 g 
Johnson & T. J. Meler, pp. 1833-37, Nn 
1959 CURRENT — AMPERES 
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Auxili P Syst 

for S Vehicl 

by R. C. Molander me‘63 

S SPACE vehicles grow ever All are significant enough to war- new problems in the zero gravity 
Anes and space missions be- rant a detailed investigation of of the space environment. Of par- 

come increasingly ambitious, each, But before such an investi- ticular concern are the liquid and 

compact, lightweight, and reliable gation can be made, it would be vapor regions of the Rankine power 
power systems will become a criti- advisable to delve into the general cycle, the thermodynamic cycle 
cal factor in the successful develop- characteristics of a suitable power which will probably be used. In 

ment of space technology. The system. this area scientists are hindered ex- 
manned space station, space probe, Mission tensively in their development by 
ion propulsion system, and the The choice between auxiliary their inability to produce zero- 
planetary base of the more distant power systems must of necessity gravity conditions for extended pe- 
future =n KY ei tg ae be based on a detailed considera. _Tiods of time. 

quantities of electrical power. How tion of the specific mission and the ott 
will this power be generated in an Jimitations imposed by the vehicle Heat Rejection 
environment of space? and operational environment. The ‘The designer must also keep in 

During the present formative mission provides the most impor- mind that the energy delivered by 
stage of space technology, one can- tant Griteria’ ih the selection of the his system will eventually be con- 

not find a clear cut answer to such type of system that will be used: verted into waste heat within the 
a question. It is possible, however, , ; . ata? vehicle. Radiation is the only fea- 
to sketch much of the space power W here will the vehicle operate: sible way that this heat can be dis- 
picture. That is the purpose of this Will it be manned? . 1 sipated in the vacuum of space. 
report, It summarizes the view- Must it operate while shadowed The radiator should operate at the 
points and proposals of many of from the aS highest possible temperature since 
the leaders in the space power field Will it reenter? its effectiveness varies with fourth 
as set forth in national space and These are the first questions to Power of the absolute temperature. 
missile publications. It is a com- which the vehicle designer will Consequently, the higher the tem- 
posite picture of the present level seek answers. perature of rejection the smaller 
of development in the space power the radiator. But this higher heat 
field—avoiding the highly technical Space Environment rejection temperature reduces the 
aspects to make comprehensible . : carnot efficiency of the heat con- 
reading for persons in any engi- Outer space is a rigorous en- version system if it employs a work- 
neering field. vironment with intense fluxes of ing fluid. The designer is thus 

electromagnetic quanta, subatomic faced with striking a compromise 
REQUIREMENTS OF A SUITABLE particles, and meteoroids. The between these two factors. 
AUXILIARY POWER SYSTEM space vehicle power supply will be 

. . eroded, punctured, heated by the Specific Weight 

Basically, electrical power in a sun, and otherwise degraded. Cer- Probably the most significant 
space craft can come from any of tain systems are less affected by power source parameter is the spe- 
three fundamental energy sources: these attacks than others; this be- cific weight or weight per unit 

1. Solar energy. comes a prime factor. power since this determines to a 
2. Chemical energy. Power systems which employ large extent the performance of a 
3. Nuclear energy. working fluids will also encounter system. 
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Along this line, the effect of me- Cell array 
chanical power systems with rotat- 
ing or reciprocating parts cannot 
be neglected. All improperly bal- 
anced equipment will lead to a Array folds up and is stored in 
weight penalty due to the need for the rear of the vehicle 
a more complicated orientation . . 
system, In this respect, static power Hypothetical long duration ‘ : space vehicle generating systems look quite 
attractive. 

Orientation 
SOLAR ENERGY SOURCES mechanism 

Fundamentally, the energy which Figure 1. Model of silicon cell solar collector in fully 
is used to provide electrical power deployed position. 
can come from either an external 
source or be carried aboard the 
vehicle. The sun provides the most silicon to give large area cells with satellites and are thus the only 
obvious source of external energy a minimum of induced voltage proved long-operating time power 
in the form of solar radiation. This losses. They are also working on equipment now available. 
radiation can be converted directly thin films of silicon which hold . 
into electricity by photovoltaic promise of reducing the cost per Thermionic Conversion 
cells or can be converted into heat watt to one-fiftieth of the present A solar thermionic system pres- 
which can in turn be converted value of $420,000. Air Force spon- ently under development is ex- 
into electricity by a variety of sored research with cells made of pected to be ready for flight testing 
means. thin films of cadmium sulfide also by 1963. STEPS (Solar Thermionic 

. offers potential weight and cost Electric Power System) is being 
Photovoltaic Cells reduction. Films, however, have developed by GE’s Missile and 

The conversion of solar radiant not to date exhibited high Space Vehicle Department under a 
energy to electric power by photo- efficiencies. contract with the Air Force’s Aero- 

voltaic cells is one of the most at- The actual cell array will consist nautical Systems Division. tractive sources of power being 1 . sae STEPS generates power through sonsi . sation « of a large rectangular plate as Y : considered for long duration space 1 in Figure 1 the use of a parabolic reflector 
vehicles. These devices will be able S"0WN 1) Figure A. which focuses the sun’s rays on a 
to provide the power to handle op- The arrangement shown is one generator made up of many thermi- 
erating equipment loads and, if proposed by E. T. Raymond of — Gnie converters and several sub- 
necessary, charge storage batteries Boeing. The collector cell array systems. The schematic is shown 
for dark side operation. would consist of eleven plates of — jy Figure 2. 

The photovoltaic process employs __ silicon cells oriented to the sun by The thermionic converter oper- 
a semiconductor device—such as a mechanism as indicated. During ates in principle like the convential 
silicon—which releases electrons launch and reentry the plates vacuum tube diode. Electrons are 
within the material when bom- would fold up and be stored in the boiled off a hot cathode by the 
barded by photons from solar radi- rear of the vehicle. With present concentrated radiation and are col- 
ation. These electrons produce a methods such an array with an area lected at a relatively cool anode. 
flow of electric current. of 400 sq. ft. would provide 4.4 From here, the electrons, as an 

Theory indicates that the maxi- | KW with a system weight of 600- — giectrie. current, flow through a 
mum conversion efficiency of sili- 700 pounds. load where they perform work and 
con cells is about 23%; but, until Photovoltaic cells will certainly then return to the cathode. Within 

recently, the maximum that could play an integral part in the advance the power range of 3 to 10 KW, 
be obtained in production was only of space technology. They are now the specific weight of such a sys- 
about 10%. This low efficiency is being used successfully in space tem using thermal energy storage is 
due to the internal voltage losses 
which occur when the size of the 
cells is increased. Thus, with inci- 
dent energy of solar radiation being Solar radiation 
about Dds watts per sq oh at the Cathode 
earth’s average distance from the A 4 ; node sun, it may require as many as 60,- 

000 individual cells to produce a Collector 
single KW of power. 

In an effort to increase this low 
cell efficiency, several companies 
are under contract to the govern- Load 
ment to develop new and improved 
cells. GE is experimenting with the 3 7 . . rolling, fonatines, and. extruding of Figure 2. Solar Thermionic Electric Power System 
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estimated to be between 150 and oe 
200 Ib per KW. Solar radiation 

Like other solar energy systems Collector 
employing reflectors, the chief 
drawback of the thermionic con- Absorber 
verter is that reasonable system | 
efficiency demands unusually high 
accuracy in reflector surface orien- 

tation with respect to the sun. en TT) Radiator 

Solar Mechanical Engines Converter 

The Sundstrand Company, under 
an Air Force contract, is currently Figure 3. Solar mechanical conversion system 

undertaking the design and devel- 
opment of a flight prototype of a 
5 KW solar mechanical power unit 
capable of one year of continuous 
operation, The contemplated sys- of trans to cis organic acids. (Trans ture effects can probably be made 

tem would have a specific weight and cis are two forms of geometric _ negligible; however, sublimation in 

of less than 60 lb per KW and isomers.) The next stage converts a space environment could be 

operate as shown in Figure 3. chemical to electrical energy by disastrous. 

The velleorox concentrator’ will means of electrochemical concen- Solar thermionic systems hold 

direct solar rays into a cavity ab- tration cells. In such cells, solutions promise of someday having a spe- 

sorber where heat will be. trans- containing the same ion at different cifie weight about one-third that of 

ferred to the working fluid which concentrations produce a potential other solar power ‘systems, How: 
powers the turbogenerator. The lat- difference. Such systems are still in evel, @ considerable amount of 

ter will supply operating power the development stages and not ex- work remains to be accomplished 

and charge batteries for shadow pected to be competitive for a before such a system — be dem- 
phase operations. Essentially this number of years. onstrated to have achieved satis- 

will be a closed Rankine cycle factory performance. 

power system using rubidium as General Comments on Solar athe rt cin be sean that there 
the working fluid. Energy Sources aS ay Possible, applications for 

The power system when de- To perform efficiently, the collec- systems of "he fature Power 

ployed will use a 40 foot mirror tor of any solar power system must, 

concentrator. The big paraboloid of course, face the sun. Solar cell CHEMICAL ENERGY SOURCES 

will be folded during transit and arrays offer the advantage of being 

must be opened and oriented as able to operate adequately with an Of the three main sources of en- 

soon as the vehicle is in space, Ori- orientation accuracy of 15 degrees ergy previously mentioned, chemi- 

entation will be by a sun seeker ac- while competitive mirrors require cal sources are the most advanced 

curate to 0.1 degree. accuracies as close as 0.1 degrees. technically since they have been in 

There are many problems to be Solar mechanical systems offer a use for such a long time. Their ap- 

surmounted in developing a system distinct advantage over the other plicability to space: wehi¢les cen: 
of this type. Foremost among these systems; it may be possible to use es sesnge, batteries, combustible 

oe he aurea, mroganlien of the same power generating unit uels, and noncombustible fuels 

rubidium and the design and mate- during all flight phases by substi- which produce energy through 

rials for the solar concentrator. tuting another energy source for electrolysis. 

Nevertheless, such a system has tre- the solar collector during Iaunch Fuel Cell 

mendous potential and will without and reentry. . . ver we . 
a doubt contribute significantly to Concentrator development offers The fuel cell is basically a chem- 
the space power field. many unknowns. Meteorite punc- ically fueled device that converts 

Solar Concentration Cell 

A new two-stage device known 
as a solar concentration cell has O 

shown promise of producing power . 

and_ efficiencies comparable with Solar eee ch roe oni aot 

current photovoltaic devices. A energy sides contain saturated 

sketch of the operation, a solar to — trans acid with side A 

chemical to electrical conversion, is ae | | u contest nae aa of 

shown in Figure 4. — > Bore. 

In the first stage, solar energy Porous 
is converted to chemical energy disk 
by the photochemical isomerization Side B is shielded 
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chemical energy directly to electri ing are: (1) Medium power and — draulic—while offering a substan- 
cal energy through the process of short time, as in emergency escape tial weight reduction over other 
clectrolysis. The most advanced is capsules and ICBM’s; (2) Low chemical systems. 
the open cycle type in which hy- power and medium time as in non- . . . 

drogen combines with oxygen to orbiting space probes. It has also The toe oath ik high 
produce water and electrical been proposed that batteries sup- efficiency, wall «most he pe e vt ‘ 
power. Hydrogen-oxygen cells can plement the solar cell power sys- competitor among the ¢ oe th 
also be operated in a closed cycle tem for launch and reentry of the Power ie See oe i e 
in which the water by-product from _ Ranger vehicle to be employed in Proven. Capa t anes oF t © of ill 
the cell is converted back to hydro. _ lunar landings. chemically ueled systems wi 
gen and oxygen through electroly- make them applicable for a num- 

sis. There are hopes that research Liquid Fuels bercok years:toicome: 
will make it possible to use solar have av, . . 
radiation or direct heat to break Theres aus: fue main systems that NUCLEAR POWER SOURCES 
down the water into its constituent "© classed under liquid fuel power 

parts. If this is not possible, what- °° In the first, the hot decom- The use of nuclear sources for 
ever fuel is taken aloft must suffice position or combustion of amono- — snacecraft auxiliary power will 

. * propellant is used to drive an ex- largely depend upon the mutual 
The maximum theoretical effi- pansion engine which in turn drives , atibility of the nuclear sources 

ciency of fuel cells is about 80% a generator. Such systems can be with the asious s a missions 
with some having already been — used for missions up to three days and the ooreee somnlin é vehicles 
constructed with actual efficiencies in length at expected power de- Two sources of T clear See ean 
greater than 60%. This compares mands of as much as 50 KW. Be- rently be sonisidl red, a oiso 
with an efficiency of about 40% for cause of excellent storage charac- Vee and fain A third source. 
most conventional steam turbines. teristics such fuels could provide 5 Dae hae Hot been, developed to 
High specific weight in the present launch and reentry power for long h con here it can be co ; ared 
models is one of the drawbacks for duration space vehicles that de- oe is ba ‘dow itl rtd ther 
fuel cells. However, a significant pend on solar or nuclear sources fe terms:oF operation wathineome 
breakthrough was announced this for most of their flight. we. 

veel we tea aoe Hs the second system, a bipro- SNAP Program 
systems contract, they have de- pellant combination of hydrogen The devel mnt of nuclear 

i , ae . and oxygen is used to drive an ne cevelopment of nuclea 
veloped a fuel cell with a specific anes : ower systems for space vehicles 
weight of 25 Ib/KW—a highly si expansion engine. The fuel con- p ? rossedl > rapidly than 

nificant decrease from Scam suinpiaon as low, MORE SEChe Se ‘ny Wiler spa ee : ie i — 
levels , P , tem applicable to longer space any other space power pr Brain: 

. flights. This can be attributed to Project 

Fuel cells will find their greatest SNAP (Systems for Nuclear Aux- 

applicability for space missions Solid Fuels iliary Power), the NASA/AEC pro- 

lasting over three days with power vy. . gram for developing electrical 

demands in the range of one to Solid fuel, nonpropulsive power power generating systems using 

five likowatts. Lunar flights and lee i en < be in some __ radioisotope and fission sources, 
spac rs =. . 6 a a r ots and missiles. In elr opera- . 

en come under this tion hot gases from the combustion Under this program, the Nuclear 
of a solid fuel are used to drive a _ Division of the Martin Company 

Batteries piston which runs a reciprocating WS awarded, a contract fo sieveoe 
or turbine heat engine. radioisotope power sources for 

Battery powered accessory power Solid fuels do, however, burn at om aha ansen An henedt 
units have been the most common q fixed rate. Therefore fuel grain eg oie onl ° a oe 
form of nonpropulsive power in must be sized for peak power can me gon Alco a on ‘, 
this country’s earth satellite and — which produces the problem of compebhon to jear . a compac 

other space systems. Their storage eliminating the excess gas during cor’ for bank on spews Femk 
life is excellent and so is their re- periods of low consumption. As a system. Eac seat oF : ie i. 

liability. Quite important for pres- result, fuel consumption is high. aL, Alinost ae es sub, 4 
ent space programs is that a system , ments discussed can be attribute 
of practically any size can be put General Com : Chemical to these efforts. 
together from available or readily Eneray Souress emica 

produced parts. oY Radioisotopes 

A. shortcoming of batteries is een Engh pestenna: “wl sues In June of 1961, the United 

that, as power needs and operating with a ned {ora aeitive ea a States put into orbit Transit IVA, 

times increase, the specific weight delivering the foc fron the ene an airborne navigational signal sta- 

of the battery power units soon to the combustion or deaomnasitian tion for ships and aircraft. The 
exceeds that of competing chambers. However, both solid atid electricity that powers this satellite 

equipments liquid fuels offer the advantage of — COMeS from a radioisotope powered 
The applications for which the being able to supply power in a heat to electricity generator. The 

battery power systems look promis- variety of forms—AC, DC, or hy- (Continued on page 34) 
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JT3D 
DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION 

ROCKET 
LIQUID HYDROGEN 

FUEL CELLS 

MACH 3 
SATURN 
NUCLEAR



EVERY TECHNICAL TALENT AT 

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 

Almost every scientifically trained man can find stimulating and rewarding career 

opportunities within the broad spectrum of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft activities, 

From the solid foundation of 36 years as a world leader in flight propulsion 

systems, P&WA development activities and research investigations today are far 

ranging. In addition to continuing and concentrated development effort on air 

breathing and rocket engines, new and exciting avenues are being explored in 

every field of advanced aerospace, marine, and industrial power applications. 

The reach of the future ahead is indicated by current programs. Presently, 

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is exploring the fringe areas of technical knowledge in 

magnetohydrodynamics .. . thermionics and thermo-electric conversions . . . hyper- 

sonic propulsion . . . fuel cells and nuclear power. 

To help move tomorrow closer to today, we continually seek ambitious young 

engineers and scientists. Your degree? It can be in: MECHANICAL — AERO- 

NAUTICAL © ELECTRICAL * CHEMICAL and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 

t PHYSICS © CHEMISTRY © METALLURGY © CERAMICS © MATHE- 

MATICS | ENGINEERING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS. 

The field still broadens. The challenge grows greater. And a future of recognition 

and advancement may be here for you. 

LL PT CSS RE 

For further information regarding an engineering career at Pratt & Whitney 

Aircraft, consult your college placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger, 

Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Conn. 

aT ED 

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT SE 

Division of United Aircraft Corporation (ma 

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS East Hartford, Connecticut - fess si aie 

FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER Paim Beach County, Florida Ese 
A, SS 

All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color nn SD 
or national origin. 
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From school...through job... 

America’s colleges and universities give engineering students excellent training in basic 

disciplines. But this is only a preliminary to a professional career. Future success depends 

largely upon wise choice of job opportunities. The U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White 

Oak, offers young engineers outstanding opportunities . . . tre opportunities that really count. 

In considering your job situation, look into training and graduate programs, research 

and working facilities, challenge of assignments, and professional advancement opportunities. 

You will be pleased to learn how well a position with the U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, 

White Oak, meets your needs. 

TRAINING PROGRAM OFFERS BREADTH OPPORTUNITIES FOR PROFESSIONAL 
NOL, White Oak, has a one year rotational ADVANCEMENT 
training program under which an employee The Laboratory retains patents in employee’s 
is given four-month assignments in research, name for professional purposes, and for 
engineering, and evaluation departments . . . commercial rights in some instances. Attend- 
and a voice concerning assignment upon ance at society meetings is encouraged, and 
completion of the program. there are ample opportunities to engage in 

foundational research. 

ASSIGNMENTS ARE CHALLENGING 
Assignments are available in aeroballistics; EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES TOP-FLIGHT 

unger water, alt and surface ae ope OS The Laboratory has some of the finest equip- 
ied © ney a atk 2 PAysies and ment available anywhere for research and 

app ied rears > and mat cues ic “Feld development work. The Laboratory’s loca- 
othinek joyee St vere hie selecting t © e tion at White Oak, Silver Spring, Maryland 
of his choice even during his training program. — jg in an attractive and dynamic suburb of 

Washington, D. C....an atmosphere con- 
GRADUATE PROGRAM TIES IN WITH ducive to the best of living and working 
SIGNIFICANT PROJECTS conditions. 
The graduate program, under supervision of Position vacancies exist for persons with 
the University of Maryland, permits an em- Bachelor, Master or Doctoral degrees, with 
ployee to obtain advanced degrees while or without work experience, at starting 
working. Many courses are conducted in the salaries ranging from $5,335 to $8,955. 
Laboratory’s own conference rooms, and These positions are in the career civil serv- 
employees are given generous time to attend ice. For additional information, address 
these courses. Highly significant projects for your inquiry to: Employment Officer, U. S. 
theses and dissertations are available, of Naval Ordnance Laboratory, White Oak, 
course. Silver Spring, Maryland, Attention: DPE. 

MOL 4 U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory 
White Oak e Silver Spring, Maryland 

Your Placement Office can inform you of the date our representative will visit your school. 

a eR ee SS a a 
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SALUTE: MARTIN CAWLEY e 

When Martin Cawley joined Illinois Bell Telephone Com- and earned an assignment as Project Engineer. Now he 

pany a year and a half ago, he immediately was assigned handles still more complex building projects, each contrib- 
to a job in the Building Engineer’s Group. This work uting to better telephone service for Chicago. 
. . : . P. : . . . . : 

involved preparing plans and specifications for remodeling Martin Cawley and other young engineers like him in 

several floors of an important telephone office buildin Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country hel 
: . . : 8 . . . 

and following details of the field work until the job was bring the finest communications service in the world to the 
completed. A lot of responsibility, but he handled it well homes and businesses of a growing America. > 

iy ‘3 (B) BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES 
Rat 
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one eennnnnnnnnnnnnnennnnnenenanannnnuunnenaguaceqnenyy,, | Modern Steam Car 
= 0, | 
g 3 | (Continued from page 11) 

a ; | 
g a An os 5 | the steam car and its engine to the 
g TAN < §  internal-combustion gasoline- K 
g S s engine. However, some of the a S$ 4 & 
3 5 known facts are presented to give 
5 5 ' some idea of the performance that 
g Hea a 4 can be expected from the Steam- 
6 [|e sg I 4 li Z By. pana Res 4 liner, g I Re E,* poy 5 Thermal Efficiency 
6 I beet 6 . 
g Te By 5 Most gasoline-burning internal- 
3 | | i Fy ; combustion-powered automobiles 
g 2 _ ee 5 have over-all thermal efficiencies 

g Bi H between 16 and 20% at 60 mph on 
g aE /aik g a level road. The 1959 Mercedes- g CEN |i g 
g an Li i! 5 Benz 190-D diesel powered car 
g = > g was reported to have an efficiency 

3 5 of 27% at 60 mph and 19% at 30 
g 5 mph. The Steamliner, however, has 
6 g a thermal efficiency of only about g m Ww a 
g how uch do you kno g 15%. This low efficiency is due to 
g about MITRE? 3 the large amount of heat that is 
é g rejected in the condensor. 

% Much of MITRE’S work ison | At MITRE you would become 3 Speed 
Z the fringes of a new technology identified with projects of the ut- § - . 
g —anda great deal of it ishighly most national urgency — proj- § The speed that can be attained 
g classified. It is not surprising ects that offer a real challengeto 9 by the Steamliner is 70 mph at a ‘prising ae 5 y p 
g then that many young scientists the talented — g | about % throttle. Though not 
g and engineers have only a vague The rewards are great. Salary § eer . 5 
g idea of what MITRE does. and benefit plans are competi- § tested, it is believed that the macned 
g MITRE’s prime mission is to tive. MITRE offers an excellent § mum speed would be a little over 

3 design, develop, and help put Educational Assistance program § 100 mph. 
% into operation global command that gives every encouragement g . 
g and control systems that give our to employees who wish to con- g Fuel Consumption 

g military commanders extra time tinue their academic interests. g The amount of fuel burned per 
% for decision and action in case of (At the present time, MITRE 5 mile in the Steamliner is about 
g enemy attack. Typical systems employees are attending 15 near- § the + as in conventional gas 
g are SAGE, NORAD, MIDAS, by institutions, including M.I.T., % ae Sang ‘as: In: Conventional Bas0- 
g BMEWS, and SPACE TRACK. Harvard, Northeastern Univer- § line cars, but the furnace oil burned 

g MITRE assists the Air Force sity, and Boston University.) At 8 in the Steamliner is cheaper than s i yas g P 
g in its systems management re- aac you will live and work 3 gasoline. This gives the steam car 
g sponsibility by engaging in sys- In pleasant suburban Boston. s a lower operating cost than gaso- 
g tems planning and engineering, Assignments are also being g li “ed cars g 

5 including feasibility studies, cost made at facilities in Colorado g ine powere cars. 
% — studies, operations research, test- Springs, Colorado and Washing- g One might think that because of 
§ ing and evaluation and prelimi- ton, D.C. 5 the lower thermal efficiency of a 
5 nary system design. g steam car, the fuel rate would in- 
8 g crease. Table 1 (see page 8) shows 
8 Appoi bei de i followi js g A uae 5 ppointments are now being made in the following areas: 5 that furnace:oil gives 139,000 Btu/ 

6 © Operations Research @ System Analysis é 3 ‘aealine Gives 
$$ Communications @ Advanced System © Mlerewaver ne” g | gallon and gasoline gives only 124,- 
g  @ Human Factors Design: Techno! Components g 800 Btu/gallon. This increase in 
5 See bs Mathematics © Gommmand and Control g heat per gallon offsets the decrease 

§  @ Radar Systems © Air Traffic Control @ Space Surveillance g in thermal efficiency and gives the 5 aid Techniques System Development @ Astrodynamics $ " 
, és two cars equal mileage. 
5 Watch your college newspaper for dates when MITRE wil interview on 3 
g your campus, or, write in confidence to Vice President, Technical Operations, 
§ The MITRE Corporation, Post Office Box 208, Dept. UWE3, Bedford, Mass. ADVANTAGES AND 
5 g DISADVANTAGES 
g Tt i  §Formed under the sponsorship of the Massa- § - 
5 - chusetts Institute of Technology and now § When comparing two or more 5 M I i R E serving | as Pechinical Advisor to the United 9 objects it is hard to find a balance 
s States Air Force Electronic Systems Division. 5 that will weigh each component 
5 An Equal Opportunity Employer g * Sd 
% Z justly. The decisions expressed by 
he a” 
Vaanennnnnanennnnnnnnnenennnnnnnenennnnnnennnnnenunnass®” (Continued on page 26) 
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True, we do employ a number of chemists and [| |. 
chemical engineers at Du Pont. But our need for _ t. 
mechanical engineers is just as urgent. In fact, the _ 1 
ratio of MEs to CHEs at DuPont is 10:17. — | S&S ' 

. . _ | i 
Why? Well, we need mechanical engineers to . | 

build new plants, equip and operate them. We need L i 

them, too, to design and build equipment and to ey 

develop new processes. < . . | 

Just as important, we need mechanical engi- ‘ <n cc 

neers to help us improve our present manufactur- th > a 2 , : 

ing processes, which are constantly under study. “ gs 

How can we operate more efficiently, more ; ne 

economically? How can we better our products? Doron eT 

Mechanical engineers play an important role in | E.1I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc. \ ig play i { 
supplying the answers. 1 Room 2419-3 Nemours Building 1 

1 Wilmington 98, Delaware ' 
+ . 1 

In a company the size of Du Pont—with annual | Please send me the booklets I've checked below: 

sales of $2,000,000,000, investment in plant and! ( Du Pont and the College Graduate ! 

equipment of another $2,000,000,000 and research | 5 wechanical engineers aUDU ROE D 
. , 1 our Engineering Opportunities at Du Pont I 

expenditures of $90,000,000 a year—there sa 1 Chemical Engineers at Du Pont 

wealth of opportunity for the mechanical engineer. | 

Just as there is for engineers of almost every | S¢v¢——————_ ! 

specialty—and for chemists, physicists and math- | Class____Major___Degree expected _____| 
-_: 

1 

ematicians, too. | College 
1 i 

Clip and mail the coupon for more information. | MY 99¢"°°S———__ | 
| City - Zone___State__ — | 
ce an erent vm ge em pee SE 

An equal-opportunity employer 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING... THROUGH CHEMISTRY 
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ak CIVIL ENGINEERS: A ‘ s 
os Si 3 Lay ING Prepare for your future in highway 

ix Q Nb if Py : engineering—get the facts about new 
ho me Vine? FH G ‘ 
f\ See Ff ap DEEP-STRENGTH (Asphalt-Base) pavement 

Gy ts im Cia 
ie A ce 2 a / 

del i Ce Tum 4 V F With today’s ‘‘giant step forward” in pavement engineering— 
— A “sg fe DEEP-STRENGTH (Asphalt-Base) pavement—there is need for 

“ie e all ye ff engineers with a solid background in the fundamentals of 
<tee O Ae —. 4 4 a Ps Asphalt technology and pavement construction. 

wy) fj =e de Fy 5 
Ki {i Because new DEEP-STRENGTH Asphalt-base 

ee —— “if a? | oe construction provides the most durable, most 
lac GF} “4 Ag ai Ladi} = economical pavement modern engineering science 

> : SSF SUN ger Naa! has developed, Interstate and primary superhigh- 

be Ay FE ways in all parts of the country are being built with 
4 A advanced design DEEP-STRENGTH Asphalt pavement. 

yo XY Already, more than 90% of America’s paved roads and 
A = . streets are surfaced with Asphalt. And Asphalt pavements 

, y ~~ - have successfully kept America’s wheels rolling since 1876. 

4 o SS : A Your contribution—and reward—in our nation’s vast road- 
ge y building program can depend on your knowledge of modern 
iff sS Asphalt technology. So, prepare for your future now. Write for 

yr your free ‘Student Kit’’ about Asphalt technology. 
<a ameriancd a 

geo Se cet a ~ : SS Sin, . ° 
SS aaa —~— es, Wr = The Asphalt Institute 

age . ae ed Be A College Park, 

sie WE a ee Se Lo fee Mel ie Lg oo 3 

eae ie FS * <a Bae fac Fes = 3 2 nan Wis ibe ~~ : 

smoothly. For this reason the steam No one can expect the steam car odern Steam Car otnly’ : : pec 
fconeinued Fr 10 24) car is very quiet; only an occasional __ to replace the gasoline car. Records 

EE OEE hiss of steam can be heard. The — show that 9914% of all unorthodox 
an observer are relative to the im- center of gravity of the Steamliner — vehicles never go into production. gravity g I 
portance he places on each item of is now and, therefore, the car However, can anyone help but en- 
the comparison. Comfort and econ- handles with ease. joy the silent and smooth ride, the 
omy are two such items. absence of gear-shifting, the great 

: Simplicity power at low speeds, the greater 
conomy. economy, or simply the pure fas- . The Steamliner has fewer parts eonomy, or simply » fa 

As mentioned above, the steam 6 ae {oe Bas cination and fun of owning 

car is more economical to run. liner docs AGE Pave "a Gonemis the Steamliner—steam car of 
Ilowever, at such early stages of or or al tet With the engine in tomorrow? 
development, Mr. Keen is afraid the r a d a haft Seded 
to guess what the cost of purchas- Ho reat th intern comb: ti : BIBLIOGRAPHY 
ing a similar car would be. Steam OWEVEL), TAG) ADE SEIANS venom L. “Gus of Gisholt,” No. 50, Aug, 1954 

engines, on the other hand, last gasoline-engine does not need a 2 § pute nd Mechanics, Mi e S.S 
onwer than a gasoline engine be. _ Doiler and the other associated ap. = 7 ene eee eee te 
longer than a gasoline engine be . . red b | ‘ Steamers Steam-Up Again,” Nov. 
cer . fra) te ves ep, paratus require y the steam 1961 pp. 117-122 
cause the fuel is burned outside . 

of the cylinder. Wear is reduced engine. 3. Steam Carriages and Traction En- 

because the ash of combustion is gines, Fletcher, William, New York: 
not inside the cylinder to multiply ASPECTS OF THE FUTURE Longman, Green, ‘and Co. 
to the otherwise slight function The future for the Steamliner , 
wear. Also, there is no friction at is hard to forecast—the road to “It’s quite simple,” explained one 
all in a boiler. Another point is perfection has many pitfalls. When of the seniors in EE, “to hook up an 
that steam is expansive rather than Mr. Keen is thoroughly satisfied electric power circuit. We merely 

explosive and therefore smoother. with the performance of his car, he fasten leads to the terminals and 

Comfort hopes to interest manufacturers in pull the switch. If the motor runs, 

omfor the possibility of its production. we take our readings. If it smokes, 

Because the engine is smooth- This will be the greatest test of | we sneak it back and get another 

running, the car rides very the Steamliner. one.” 
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Hydrofoil ships...another engineering cnaiienge! 
Such a revolutionary concept in lifted aloft by a set of underwater the load of the ship. 

sea-going design represents still wings. An engineering career, such as 

another major challenge for to- Through the intensive research metallurgy, is full of challenges. 
2 7 j : a . tas + 

day’s engineers. Through their of the metallurgical engineer will Exciting new designs — gas-tur- 
careful and creative planning, come a metal for these hydrofoils, bined cars, nuclear-powered ships, 
this hydrofoil ship will move from strong and tough enough to stand monorail transit systems—all will 
the drawing board to reality. One up to difficult underwater service. be in your range of exploration, 
such vessel, now under develop- A metal which will resist corro- affording you a great opportunity 
ment, is planned to travel 100 _ sive attack by the coursing brine, for advancement in a profession 
miles an hour. It will skim over cavitation from the seething tur- that promotes progress and 
the tops of waves like a flying fish, bulence, stresses and strains from economic growth. 

4 

so, INTERNATIONAL NICKEL 
The International Nickel Company, Inc., is the U.S. affiliate of The International Nickel Company of Canada, Limited (Inco-Canada) 
—producer of Inco Nickel, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, Tellerium, Selenium, Sulfur and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals. 
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CAN 
ANOTHER TRY AT USING The pilot plant was designed as or triple the payloads we can put 

SEA WATER a development tool to gather en- into orbit prior to 1970. This early 
. ; . Surfin o gineering data and operating ex- capability is not only impertant 

A pit ‘plant to: clephonstrate . perience applicable to large-scale during this critcal decade in our new a uate en deal Ox ston. will saline water conversion plants. It international affairs but it will al- 
ea ae ied . ko tet o to was built as part of a program by so build the base for the period 
ae PO a Cole hi + ek ‘by North American Aviation expected after 1970, when nuclear rockets 
aa Sone ar a nee a th to reach $1 million in cost, for will dominate space propulsion. 
woe ae Jian: Law: oF Nor research and development in the The United States could con- 

‘ "te fis fat haset ae . ‘lot plant saline water conversion field, duct a test flight of its first nu- 
ays ast paase, the prot pie The Rocketdyne facility is lo- clear rocket in 1965, Mr. Simpson will be operated to develop per- sated at Mandalay Beact land - . | AIO, 1 

formance characteristics of its new cated at Mandalay en said while pointing out that this 
- ee * teak : leased from the So. Calif. Edison flight test program could involve 

equipment before a series of tests C 
i SHnER! CONVEE 0. research and development expen- is begun to demonstrate conver- : ee oc 
sion ‘efficienc ditures of “hundreds of millions of 

The pilot slant will be operated NUCLEAR ROCKET COULD INCREASE dollars.” 
et - oe pis PAYLOAD CAPABILITY 2—3 TIMES, The nuclear rocket engine is the by a Rocketdyne crew which WESTINGHOUSE EXECUTIVE key too t ng, ; 

Si — ey to greater outer space cap- moved % the site this week to SAYS abilities Oe said and eee 
yrepare for activation. « ‘S, ue, ‘ 2 s 

The freezing process to be dem- Development of a nuclear the biggest single improvement 
onstrated by the plant eliminates rocket to operate in conjuction in our rocket capability in this 
conventional heat exchangers in with already planned space pro- decade. The Westinghouse vice 
all principal sections of the freez- grams could increase United president cited several technical 
ing cycle. It is based on concepts States payload capability two to areas where development of the 
originated some years ago by Drs. three times, John W. Simpson, nuclear rocket will be challenging, 
Ludwig Rosenstein and Manuel Westinghouse Electric Corpo- but added that much work has al- 
Gorin, chemical consultant of San ration vice president told members ready been done at Los Alamos 
Francisco. of a congressional committee on Scientific Laboratories. The feasi- 

In the North American process, March I. bility of the project has been 
incoming sea water first is cooled, Testifying before the House Sci- established and the development 
then frozen to form crystals of ence and Astronautics Committe, program required can now be de- 
fresh water. The freshwater crys- the executive in charge of the termined. 
tals then are separated from brine company’s atomic power depart- “It will be necessary to have a 
surrounding them, washed, and ment and astronuclear laboratory thorough understanding of the 
melted to obtain water for domes- added that adding a nuclear up- _ safety requirement that will be in- 
tic and industrial uses. per stage to Saturn would double volved in preflight testing and the 
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ultimate launching of the rocket,” —_ tivity—the disappearance of elec- An estimate has been made of 
he told committee members.“This trical resistance in certain metals the eddy current heating of the 
program will require money and at very low temperatures—mag- sample during the field pulse. The 
people and the solution of ex- nets having high fields and low results show that above the lambda 
tremly difficult technical prob- power requirements can be con- point (2.17 °k) the sample might 
lems, but we believe that one day Structed. Unfortunately, most warm by as much as 1 deg ks 
nuclear rockets will be launched ™etals lose their superconducting below this temperature the rise 
with complete safety and will Properties when exposed to a small Should be less than 0.5 deg K. Al- 

. ; aN xe : . magnetic field above a certain crit- so, the attenuation of the pulsed 
carry great payloads into outer field through the sheath was cal 
eee ical value. However, the develop- ere through the sheath was cal- 

space. ment of new alloys, such as culated and found to be negligible.* Ss, § a 
LIARS, BEWARE Nb,Sn has resulted in wires that The use of Nb,Sn wire in super- 

remain superconducting even un- conducting magnets requires 
Pocket-size-lie detectors ex- der very high field conditions. knowledge of the critical field 

apan si i ; . os transverse to the curr 
ported by Japan soon will be on The Nb,Sn wire used in this in- is | ere 80 Gurrent flow, the market, International Man- vestigation wus predaved si thé rather than parallel as in these ex- 
agement McGraw-Hill publica- Bureau's metallurgy laboratories periments. Therefore, the investiga- 
tion, reveals. The transistorized follow i oe te tion will be continued in order to 
baiter . a ollowing the procedure outlined — gbserve transverse critical fields. 
battery” powered derectors will by others? (who previously had fq addition, materials other than ae a change ina DeHuORE produced Nb,Sn_ wire which had Nb,Sn, such as solid solutions of 
pulse, breathing and blood _pres- remained superconducting in NbZr, are being studied for pos- 
sure caused by the “mental com- _ their highest available field of 88 sible use as superconducting mag- motion” of telling a lie. kguass), éxcept that the wire was jets. 

swaged rather than drawn to its 
final diameter of 0.50 mm. In — 

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY MAINTAINED brief, the preparation consisted of Stopping at the first farmhouse 
UNDER HIGH MAGNETIC FIELD Sata f woe bs ae 4 on his famous midnight ride, Paul 

‘ aoneti . powdere -on mixture, draw- Revere cried, “Is your husband at 
ae high magnetic fields ing or swaging the tube into wire, home?” 2 

are required: 10 (2 large number of after which individual specimens, “Yes!” came the repl 
scientific applications, including 19 em long, were heat treated at oe Game the reply: 
deflectors in particle accelerators, 1000 °C for 16 hours. The ends . Tell him to get up and defend 
solid state masters, adiabatic de-  acid-etched and tinned in a bath himself; the British are coming. 
magnetization experiments, and of molten indium after heat treat- At the second, third and fourth 
many others. Recent work! by the ment. Current and potential leads houses the same conversation en- 

Cryogenic Engineering Labora- | Were attached to the wire with in- sued, but at the fifth house it went 
¢ dium solder. something like this: tory of the National Bureau of ‘ : a 

Standards, Boulder, Colo., in co- Measurements were made with 2 your husband at home? 

operation with the Department of the wire oriented parallel to the No!” came the reply. 
Physics, University of Colorado, field of a pulsed magnet 6.4 cm “Whoa!” 

may lead to the development of long and 1.4 cm LD., leaving the 
superconducting magnets having Current and potential leads outside 

field strengths higher than any of the magnet. The wie Was an" 
saat ‘ mersed in a liquid helium bath, and previously known. In a_ project ; 

sponsored by the Atomic Energ the magnet was placed in a sur- oo 
sponsored’ Dy the omic Energy rounding bath of liquid nitrogen. — j 
Commission, V. D. Arp, R. H. The maximum current applied to te, fa 
Kropschot, and J. H. Wilson of the the sample was 23 amp; 1100 amp \ ms eo Te 
Bureau, and W. F. Love and R. could be applied to the magnet. He) sah. A 
Phelan of the University have Oscilloscope traces of both mag- “~ A rN} _ 
shown that niobium-tin (Nb,Sn) netic field and the voltage across . ; is Bi. 
wire remains superconducting in the wire provided a means of de- ' ~@ a 

pulsed fields of up to 185 kguass termining the critical field. eS OY 
When extrapolated to zero meas- — ae ne socal 
uring current, the critical field ap- . . . > ars to be about! 188 koanss at A lighted fluorescent panel lamp is shown here with two of General Electric’s Dears e abou gauss a lamp development engineers—Richard $, Christy and Edward V. Parillo—who 
16 °K. helped create the revolutionary light source. The waffle configuration of the face 

“3 me — plate helps make the lamp strong but light in weight, and attractive either lighted 
The electromagnets commonly or unlighted. The unique new fluorescent lamp adds @ square form to the point, 

used to provide high ma gnetic linear and circular light sources which have been available in the past. 
fields require tremendous power New xenon bulb developed by Duro-Test Corporation, North Bergen, N. J., in 
for their operation. By utilizing cooperation with U. S. Army Engineer Research and Development laboratories. 

Pp : Y ZING, Built for military use, search lights, projectors and space applications, it is an 
the phenomenon of super-condu- intensely powerful light source which can project its rays for 50 miles. 
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% ap, , oY ad , ZG Se system... cryogenic b Ag ee aw ( ro) AN» ead ft i | Li Ja d woe . : i VN ‘ atmosphere supply, cooling 9 om <i SE ot Shee 3..@ system, pressurization on 
* 4 i Amy re A wie ‘onstituent controls, 

a a ) A es g)) ss water purification. . GF 

gi : YP NPAT 
; ; : CNTR une ML Ke RN AIC 

z 3. “Back pack” breathing * 
: and pressurization system. 5 

F yee + 4. Secondary power system... 
; + multiple re-entry turbine, 

R pump, alternator and 
cryogenic fuel supplies. Wee We, 

5. Attitude control system. + 6. Instrumentation... flight data 
; eee Muelle ity and physiological 

and attitude controls. Doce RN Ae 

Manned space flight requires reliable and data computer systems; and small gas turbines for 
efficient thermal and atmospheric systems plus _ both military and industrial use. 
secondary power equipment. Complete, integrated An orientation program lasting several months 
systems (such as those pictured above) are under in diversified areas is available to every newly- 
study at Garrett’s AiResearch Manufacturing graduated engineer to aid in his placement. It 
Divisions. Their design reflects 20 years of leader- includes working on assignment with experienced 
ship in airborne and space systems, including engineers in laboratory, preliminary design and 
NASA’s Project Mercury life support system. development projects. 

Other project areas at Garrett include: solar For further information about a career with The 
and nuclear power systems for space applications; Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. Bradley 
electronic systems, including centralized flight _ in Los Angeles. 

THE GARRETT CORPORATION divisions and subsidiaries: AiResearch Manufacturing 
Divisions + Los Angeles 45, California + Phoenix, Arizona + Airsupply-Aero Engineering 
Garrett Supply « Air Cruisers » AiResearch Industrial « Garrett Manufacturing Limited 

AiResearch Aviation Service + Garrett International S.A. + Garrett (Japan) Limited 
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Auxiliary Power Systems converts the mercury working fluid cause of its effect on launch and 

for Space Vehicles into a vapor which in turn drives reentry into the earth’s atmosphere. 
P' a miniature turbogenerator. The __ If the reactor were operated during 

(Continued from page 19) The mercury vapor then flows — these phases the crew would have 

4% pound generator is very through a condenser radiator and to be completely shielded from the 

rugged, with an estimated opera- is pumped back into the boiler. All dangers of air scattered radiation. 

tional lifetime of at least five years. rotating components are mounted Thus it appears desirable to start 

As a followup, Transit VIA with a on a common shaft, the only moy- the nuclear reactor after injection 

annie radioisotope generator’ was ing part in the SNAP 2 system. into orbit and shut down before 

put into orbit in November of this SNAP 2 will be capable of gen- Se This en ee 

year. erating 3 KW of useful energy con- the extensive sie! ding which might 

. a tinuously for one year when flight otherwise be required. 
Radioisotope systems have thus : y ° » ‘lable j 8 

been shown as appropriate for type systems are available in 1963 The advent of the Saturn booster 

long-lived space satellites. Im- OT —— alone is about with its tremendous thrust appears 

proved versions at higher power the er of sa. fuel ean and weighs to be the earliest time at which the 

levels could power space probes only 220 Ibs. With a complete aux- use of nuclear fission reactors be- 

and more ambitious scientific pay- any power tilt Grid thie BEReRALY comes advantageous. As with the 

loads. At present, however, their shielding, the total system weight radioisotope generator, the fission 

applicability seems limited to would be 900 Ibs. for an unmanned _ reactor systems appear particularly 

power levels below 500 watts. vehicle and 2400 Ibs. for a manned _ attractive for landing missions in- 
; / = vehicle. volving operation during the night 

bo EL ee ee ie? Potential missions that can use portion of the cycle. 

have very short half lives. This, of Sn 2. systems are eee These nuclear auxiliary power 

course, limits their use. All isotopes sate ites, communication et ates, units will soon be with us if the 

do, however, possess the advantage SP ace station power Ss solar present rate of progress is any 

of not requiring a critical mass or station F ebee systems, and solar measure. It was less than five years 

special fuel geometry. However, system, probes: from the start of the SNAP pro- 

the power source cannot be shut The AEC will extend the SNAP _—_ gram in 1955 until the first compact 

off; thus coolant failure will cause 2 reactor concept to provide a ther- reactor began operating. By 1965 

system meltdown. mal capacity to run one or two 30 we are being promised SNAP 2, 

KW combined rotating units. In 8 and 10. It would be a pessimistic 

Fission many respects this system, desig- engineer indeed who discounted 

, . . nated SNAP 8, is a scaled up ver- the prospects of nuclear-derived 

Compared to ipdiaisainy bich sion of SNAP 2. It will use higher | power for use in advanced space 
are limite y 1elr avallaDdl nate % 

low bomen oneae the fission —_ = Sige st ate bane & DROBTAMIS: 

tor shows the most promise at the FenatGE ite. similar to ue seal 

higher power levels. Consideration 5, ee MOND AG LARIE eras 

of the SNAP 2 power system gives : s 5 

the best insight to the working of . The planned uses of the first Now that the various systems 

these fission reactors. SNAP 8 include supplying the have been discussed it would be 

The SNAP 2 system employs the en a fst ton Propuision advisable to compare them as to 

same concept as ordinary steam nae - GNRP B vill in orbit. “'ow~ limitations and applicability and 
. eat ever, will not be ready for then make a few concludin : 

power generating units with the flight testing for another three or onelucing re 

exception that mercury vapor is Fore aie marks about the space power pic- 

used instead of steam and the cycle UE Years. ture in general. 

heat is rejected by a radiator to Also under development is SNAP 

outer space instead of to cooling 10, to be used in competition with Operation Limitations 

water. The Rankine cycle to be solar ae a the ie ae Solar energy sources have the 

used takes advantage of the latent ranges. employs a conduction : Sitati «. 

heat gained from ‘pHaNE changes, cooled thermoelectric conversion aan iis the sacnee ab the 
the lower flow rates, and the iso- System. Such a unit would be truly ; e adiati + > ne: i tin | . sun’s radiation. For cyclic opera- 
thermal heat transfer to obtain high _ static and produce about 300 watts iene GH Which, onl —_ * ly part of the 
efficiency, light weight, and good in a 350 Ib. package with no mov- time is spent in darkness, energy 

reliability, A sketch of the opera- ing parts. This fits the power and storage equipment can solve this 

tion is shown in Figure 5. weight requirements of several oy 4 bor ‘ ane 
satellite missions planned in the problem. There is, however, the 

The nuclear reactor that takes next few ‘years additional requirement for storing 

place within the reactor core deliv- ° “ and protecting the solar collectors 

ers thermal energy to a sodium from the aerodynamic launch and 

potassium eutectic liquid metal General eamanss on Nuclear reentry loads. Similarly the nuclear 

(NaK) that is pumped along the nergy sources power systems cannot operate dur- 

interstitial passages between the It is the nuclear heat source that ing these phases as previously dis- 

fuel elements. Heat exchange causes the most difficult problem cussed. This necessitates the carry- 

occurs in the boiler where the Nak associated with nuclear systems be- ing of extra power equipment to 
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handle the high power demands It is now possible to build static e 
during these phases. or dynamic heat engines with spe- 

Reentry weight may also penalize es oe 1 ths. per aw en 1§ 
certain power systems, Equipment or . me eve’s Over oo 
that uses expendable fuel will enter oe eat onal oP’ eee at : 
at a much lower weight than the i . E. fo. »_ With exotic 
fixed mass systems like the solar, Working fluids such as potassium nuclear, and battery types Re. and rubidium should bring this 

duced weight means lower aerody- ae een Cox 7 Ibs. per = e namic control forces during reentry no m t ne ten years. However, 
and lower structural temperatures. the size ot the system necessary to obtain such specific weights makes 

Though nuclear sources have the their use impossible until boosters e | advantage of high continuous are developed which are capable pect power flow, they encounter com- of taking the vehicles employing all r 
petition due to their severe radia- them away from the earth’s gravi- 
tion hazard. The designer is also tational field. 
faced with ground handling prob- 

| lems and political considerations. 
fs i B 0 CONCLUSIONS » ie As used in many systems the . . oF | 

handling of boiling and condensing The relationship between the ve- be fluids at zero gravity is a difficult hicle characteristics on the one wave ats one that can only lead to compli- hand and the non-propulsive power 6 “g| 
cated problems. Here, as in many system on the other are so complex ’ rs 
other areas, designers face one of that it is really impossible to pick 5 the biggest problems in the space @ definite power system as being The answer is ALWAYS. Ma a power field; that of not being able the best possible without an ex- | is whole professional life ul rt to test under actual operation  haustive analysis of the problem. | is involved with sketching, re bs 

conditions. There is only one exception to this pnp aati and ry id 
rule: For the vehicle that needs | his ideas. ” a 

B. Applicability large amounts of power for long The working toot that gives iS fe 
. ; . periods of time, a nuclear system tation af his ldees te [re E 

Chemical energy will be the is the obvious answer. Otherwise, world-famous ‘Castell #9000 Sy Ol prime candidate in most short aj] that the designer can be sure of | drawing pencil. Milled by % ay space missions requiring powers up today is: the exclusive microlet process (3) ” 
to 500 watts. The liquid fueled os for een cine e Ss @ ‘ : vo ‘ ve nsi ‘ chemical sources do not in fact face —Batteries, liquid and solid tt slides across the jana ej A too much competition from solar fueled, solar photovoltaic and | without stumbling over 2 bi d pe a 1 ill b aI gritty spots. Exceptionally and nuclear designs in the range nuclear systems will be used strong in needlepoint or ua i from three hours to three days. over the next few years. chisel point, it won’t break My 

For longer missions in the power —Fuel cells, concentration cells, Castll's 2) sipete neat by range of 0.7 to 5.0 KW, solar en- solar thermionic and solar me- | 3B to 10H, are controlled 4 
ergy is currently the preferred sys- chanical systems show prom- meee * [s) tem, but the chemical fuel cell has ise but are not yet competitive. Many student and working YUAN 
real potential here, too. It should engineers prefer Locktite i be pointed out that solar energy The general consensus is that all jel Aearae, Holder, with os 

a p —— systems would have little value for types of space power systems are | identical in grade and re probes in the direction of Mars and needed—and the “who'll be the quality to Castell drawing o—4 
Jupiter since their already low en- first” attitude among industries and al ‘ t rel oa i : ince engineers must relyon Sa=H ergy output decreases with the ra- nations may best serve to spur more graphite to give expression af 
diation intensity as they move away rapid development of these systems. to thet ability, you'd bewise Sq 

fo use Castell, the drawing cro ] 
frost: the: Sut BIBLIOGRAPHY pencil ore inestels, eae ra \ Up to ten KW, solar ener . ‘és - Soetiiye ne f Pp . ~ a ‘BY 1. Corliss, W.R., “Nuclear Power in | store today. "] } sources will be in competition with Outer Space”, Nucleonics, XVIII 
nuclear sources, Above this level, (August 1960), pp. 58-63. | 
nuclear energy is the only available 2. Koerner, T.W. and Paulson, J.J., A.W.FABER-CASTELL 
long-duration high-power energy “Nuclear Electric Power for Space Pencil Co., Inc. 
source, For space stations, lunar Vehicles”, Aero/Space Engineering, : P 3 ge XX (May 1961), p. 18. Newark 3, NJ. bases, and interplanetary vehicles y BA ESE a for which power levels of 10 KW ———— a We EASE 
and more will be needed for A vulgar man is one who stares EEA: ee 
months, nuclear power systems are _at a co-ed’s figure when she’s doing 2ZZ 
the obvious answer. her best to display it. | aa-— 
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Pictured above are the Winners of the Beard Awards and the Badger Beauties, left to right, First Row: Bruce Pfister, Wil- 

liam Thisius, Ronald LaBlanc. Second Row: Carol Bradley, Nancy Goodman, Mary Alice Schull, Marcia Lawton. Third Row: Ray 

Haviland, Roger Jensen, John Dueringer, Larry Dodge, Richard Clarkowski. 

St. Pat W Engi t. Fat as an n¢gineer 

This year's festivities were held the second week in March. The Beard judging was done by the Badger 

Beauties on Thursday and the awards were presented at the St. Pat’s Dance on Saturday evening. 

St. Pat this year was Ronald Pember, ASCE. (Pictured next page, left, center, with his wife) Ron is a 

Junior in Civil Engineering and hails from Sheldon, Wisconsin. 

WINNERS OF THE BEARD AWARDS 

MOS COLOREUE: on ye x eos 4 oon oy e eee cow Brie) PASt6Y ea o cao vam scam ere oa come ASCE 

Lowest (1-7/10") ecco. eee owes can a cons Ware TIBI 6 cnc coos soa x wane owe v wee ORE 

Mosr DrvinisH ................+..+.... Ronald LaBlane ...................... IRE 

Ipean BEARD .....0....000000.00+0-..... Ray Haviland ........................ ASME 

CURLIEST 2.000.000 ee ee eee ee eee eeeeees. Roger Jensen .....0.0.0.0.0........... ATEE 

BUSHIEST 0.000.000 0 0c eee eeeeeeveveveees John Dueringer ............0.0.00000.. SAE 

Mosr DistincuisHeD .................... Larry Dodge ..........0.0.0.0........ AICHE 

Most LinGoun-Lige oy sss cease ves cvse ees Richard Clarkowski so... cosy css cess ees ASCE 
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4 b BRAIN BUSTER 
by L. L. Chambers 

Two rockets start at the same in- would treat the A and B dollars answer is that the chances of draw- 

stant from their launching pads on —_as_ equivalent, However, relations ing a white bean after the opera- 
Earth and Planet Z respectively. between the countries grew tion is 2/3. 
They travel in a straight line be- strained, and A announced that B 

tween the planets, which remain dollars would henceforth be worth Since Jim’s wife got home 20 
stationary with respect to each only 90 cents in A. In retaliation, —_ minutes earlier she must have met 
other; each travels at a constant the B government declared that Jim 10 minutes earlier at 5:50. 
speed, but one is faster than the — A dollars would be worth only 90 ‘Therefore Jim walked 50 minutes. 
other. They pass at a point 10,- cents in B. 

iles fr 2 planet. — Te oe Weweres 

Bea ater lade aulbads and re. There happened to be a poor f The sneaky i ee fuive 
fe 1g ” arte hack te < college student living near the bor- ound a pot of 1021 gold pieces. uels, then starts back two hours . 

oe : aii der between the two countries who after having landed. On the return was reduced to his last bit of As a moment’ reflection will 
trip they meet 2,000,000 miles from money—one A dollar. He was very show, there are two possible solu- 
the other planet. How far is Earth hungry for some breakfast. Ac- tions to this problem. The ladder 

from Planet Z! cordingly, he went to a shop in A __ will either reach 28 feet or 21 feet 
7 8 8 and bought two doughnuts costing _ on the wall. 

A hunter walks one mile south, five cents each. He proffered his A 
turns and walks one mile east, and dollar in payment, and received a A diagram and a little trig 
then turns and walks one mile — B dollar in change. Then he went — showed that the flagpole was on 
north. He is now back where he to a nearby diner in B and bought the base, 4.94 feet from the center 
started. He shoots a bear What a cup of coffee, costing ten cents. of the tower. 
color was the bear? The answer He paid for it with his B dollar, 
generally given is that the bear and got an A dollar in change. The correct matching of matches 
must be white because the hunter Thus the student had both his A is that the M.E., Ch.E., and E.E. 
started at the North Pole. Suppose dollar and his breakfast. Who had were married to the Purdue girl, 
the problem is reversed, (The paid for the coffee and doughnuts? OSU girl, and Wisconsin girl 
hunter walks north, east, and then respectively. 
south one mile in each direction, 1. The ABC literary society had 

thus returning to his starting a big crowd at the hayride. Nine The chances of forming a tri- 
point.) What point or points in the hundred people started on the hay- angle are 1 in 4. 
NORTHERN hemisphere fulfill the ride in 100 wagons, 9 to a wagon, 
requirements of the problem now? (one was the driver in case you Any sphere through which a 6 

(Forget about the color of the wondered). inch hole can be drilled will have 
bear. ) 367 cubic inches remaining. It is 

oes 2, At first sight it would seem interesting to note that if the earth 
There once existed two neigh- that the state of the bag, after the were considered to be a sphere and 

boring countries, A and B; each operation, is necessarily identical a 6 inch long hole drilled through 
country had the dollar its unit of with its state before it, the chance it, 362 cubic inches of material 
currency. An agreement between being just what it was, 14. This, would be left—hardly enough to 
the countries specified that each however, is an error. The correct fill a flower pot. 
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Why BaW y B&W can offer you the advantages of both 

ror the college graduate there is training program, wide variety of If you are interested in the size of 

sua “ee opt mam aise company job openings (16 plants in 8 states), the opportunity rather than the size 

sher wi ¥ - i vhere nd his greatest op. plus the security and benefits of a of the company, your placement 

pe Be y- si large, 95-year-old organization. office has a booklet that describes 

7 = ee ‘is company could be Babcock & Wilcox also can be con- openings available for graduate and 

abcoc! Wilcox. ; sidered a small company. There are undergraduate engineers and scien- 

Babcock & Wilcox is a large, pro- 149 larger industrial companies in tists, including E.E., Ch.E., M.E. 

gressive company. For example, the U.S. Growth opportunities are Met.E., Cer.E., chemists and physi- 

1961 sales were over $300 million. tremendous. Only 57 bachelor-level cists. Or write to J. W. Andeen, The 

Every year Baw invests many mil- students will be hired in 1962. This Babcock & Wilcox Company, 161 
lions of dollars in research and de- select group will be given an oppor- East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. 

velopment. B&W has all the advan- tunity to work on important projects . 

tages of a large company: formal at an early stage in their careers. Ba bcock & Wilcox 
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. by Ronald Neder 

Then there was the time the The Kinsey Report proves just The day after finals, a dishev- 

good looking blonde drove down — one thing: women like to talk. eled Ch.E. walked into a psychia- 

University Avenue when the rear trist’s office, tore open a cigarette, 

tire went flat near the M.E. build- oe 8 and stuffed tobacco up his nose. 
ing. As she got out of her T-bird, Home from the Capitol, a busi- “I see that you need some help,” 

she saw a few M.E.’s walk by and jiéssman looked iit Of the window remarked the startled doctor. . 
she asked, “Wonder if you'd help and saw a big log floating down Yeah,” agreed Py student. “Do 

a girl in trouble? One of them re- the river. He pointed it out to his YO" have a match? 

plied, “Sure we can. Just what engineering friend and said, “That a 8 @ 
type of trouble do you want to yeminds me of Washington. There 

get into? se are about 10,000 ants on it and “Here, here, don’t spit on the 
each one think he’s steering it.” floor.” 

A young man-about-t
own 

took a “Why, does it leak?” 

glamorous girl out on a date. They * 8 8 
were driving down a moonlit coun- a ': | . "es * 
try lane when the engine suddenl en there was chemical engi He - . . 

waged and the car oom toa halt. neer who wouldn't let his wife feed when efficiency P vores 7 1 ae 
“That's funny,” said the young — their kid milk before it went to er and vt years bia ue ned 

man, “I wonder what that knock. sleep because he reasoned that the °° vb ate funeral. Vahe wall 
ing was?” kid would toss from side to side; bes 6 a ore © ae 1} ae Jay i" 

“Well I can tell you one thing — that milk turns to cheese, cheese a udde oo te the CasKet 
= : yD ee . 7 nen suddenly the coffin lid 
for sure,” the girl answered icily, turns to butter, butter to fat, fat , . . i aes 
“Te quien ‘ ces turns to sugar, sugar turns to alco- popped up and the expert sat up 

wasnt opportunity. aly SUESL and said. “If ‘d his thing 
hol; therefore, the kid would wake = 22 Said, youd put this thing 

2 8 8 up with a hangover. on rollers, you can cut your time 

In a thermo class the students - a # >y 37.3%. a. eR 

were being orally tested. 

The professor asked several ques- A college student arrived at the A Boston spinster was shocked 

tions, and then it was one of the pearly gates where St. Peter asked —_ at the language used by workmen 

“hep cats” turn to answer. him who he was. After replying repairing telephone wires near her 

“You . . .” said the professor that he was a liberal arts major, home, so she wrote to the Tele- 

pointing to this fellow, “what is St, Peter said, “Go to the devil.” phone Company. The manager im- 
steam?” Some time later a political mediately asked the foreman on 

“Steam? Why Professor, that’s science major arrived and upon the job to make a report and 
water that’s crazy with the heat.” being asked who he was, was told __here’s what the foreman said: 

sow # to go to Hades. “Spike Williams and me were on 
Then another student arrived — this job. I was upon the pole and 

Wife: Do you have a good mem- __ with his slide rule in hand and was __ accidentally let the hot lead fall on 
ory for faces?” asked the same question, He re- | Spike—and it went down his neck. 

C.E.: “Of course I have.” plied, “I’m an engineer,” and St. Then Spike looked up at me and 
Wife: “That’s good. I just Peter replied, “Come on in son, said: “Really, Harry, you must be 

dropped your shaving mirror.” you've been through Hell already!” more careful.” 
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Kodak beyond the snapshot... 

(random notes) 

Deep in lacquer The happy eye Overlap in black 

That our name is never seen on a can rg What would you say to a photographic 
of lacquer doesn’t mean we aren’t in oo  . aper that comes out red or blue— q 2S Paper t “ 
it pretty deep. ~~. _ , depending on the color of the exposing 

Our newest cellulose ester for the a o-_ : — light. 

lacquer formulators has the butyryl- Cl |. 
ated, acetylated cellulose chains run- A 

ning much shorter than heretofore. SS Xa be -, le 
This results in higher solubility, which == - oo a 

means less solvent needed. It also 4 Ci ee 
means poorer film strength, but that’s ih Cl ‘la ee 

OK. A butylated urea-formaldehyde | ® rer e ao red blue 
resin, included at the right proportions eo a) } iw 
in the formulation along with the a j 
proper catalyst, will cross-link to the and black where they overlap? 

cellulose oe butyrate during the This is the Kodak Carousel projector. It 
drying of the coating. To provide a : . . 

: projects slides. Carousels symbolize 
point of attachment on the cellulose : q 
chat, We vestore Sie Sut Of 12 ofits carefree abandon. Care lest slides jam 
hydroxyls. This condenses with the can be abandoned. Gravity feeds them. 

Gentle gravity. Slides are automatically 
butoxy groups of the butylated urea- : : 

A lifted back to 80-slide storage tray. 
formaldehyde polymer to split out i. 
butyl alcohol. Pushbuttons at end of long cord 

. . advance slides, reverse, even refocus. 
as iheghert chains that are more (Latter is largely for kicks. Slides get 

soluble in the can become very muc ai 2 
less soluble in the finish of a table on prewarmed len eect t of focus.) Werare currently advertising around in ee Kodak dealer for exact price. vari technical journals like Geo- 
which some gay dog has set down the . . ‘ Bros. (penne J 
cup that cheers. No longer need a drop First, though, consider the picture physics, Materials Research and Standards, 

of lotion spilled on the dresser trouble below. It’s an experimental viewing etc. to ask if anybody would be 
the conscience ol a good worn. device. An image is projected on a interested in buying some rolls of paper 

8 . _ translucent screen. No matter how like that for experimentation. It might 
In these days of epoxies, silicones, sharp the original picture, the simple be useful in interpreting the readings 

methacrylates, polyesters, cao why do machinery behind the screen can of certain kinds of instruments. You 
we monkey with cellulose ? What a always improve the sharpness. It inte- never know till you ask. 
silly question ! grates out optical noise. It also makes 

For one thing, we have shown how the screen more pe stare at. Note: Whether you work for us or 

admixture of cellulose acetate butyrate Some very purposeful staring is being not, photography in some form will 
can improve them all. done today. probably have a part in your work as 

For another, cellulose is by far the Our long research on human vision years go on. Now or later, feel free to 
world’s most abundant high polymer. has more than happy-time slides ask for Kodak literature or help on 
It is formed by sunshine. in mind. anything photographic. 
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CELLULOSE TECHNOLOGY NEEDS VISUAL ENGINEERING NEEDS MATCHING PRODUCTS TO CUSTOMERS TAKES 
GOOD PEOPLE GOOD PEOPLE GOOD PEOPLE 4 

From zoom cameras to zein, plenty 4 | 
of lively careers are to be made wih _EASTMAN KODAK COM PANY y, fr 
Kodak in research, engineering, de Kodak | 
production, marketing. Address: Rochester 4, N.Y. Cen 
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Interview with General Electric’s Dr. J. H. Hollomon 

i i» ~—« Manager—General Engineering Laboratory f oo. 
on . 

& a : a 

2 _ Society Has New Needs 

té& and Wants—Plan Your 

a . C A dingl 

y DR. HOLLOMON is responsible for General Electric’s centralized, advanced engineering 
y activities. He is also an adjunct professor of metallurgy at RPI, serves in advisory posts 
y for four universities, and is a member of the Technical Assistance panel of President 

, Kennedy’s Scientific Advisory Committee. Long interested in emphasizing new areas of oppor- 
A | tunity for engineers and scientists, the following highlights some of Dr. Hollomon’s opinions. 

Q. Dr. Hollomon, what characterizes example, new methods of purifying For scientists, look to those new fields 
the new needs and wants of society? salt water and specific techniques for in biology, biophysics, information, and 

A. There are four significant changes determining zegpupiies im pollaied i alle eens a gost tae met 

in recent times that characterize these renera GUEIe 15 f ‘shi phe enge in) understanding “tie: "Wor 
needs and wants. national business by furnishing power in which we live. 

os ae . 1 f generating and transportation equip- But above all else, the science explo- 

L rhe tne live i in _the the ben ment for Africa, South America, and sion of the last several decades means 
DEON Mae. 1 te ae ne tel Southern Asia. that the tools you will use as an engi- 
Panyine Mla ec if a equate Peon We are looking for other products neer or as a scientist and the knowledge 
ol air, pollution, Seon Jes frans* that would be helpful to these areas to involved will change during your life- 
portauon bottlenec s, slum ¢ earance, develop their economy and to improve time. Thus, you must be in a position 
anca equate water resources. . their way of life. We can develop new to continue your education, either on 
2. The shift in our economy from agri- information systems, new ways of stor- your own or in courses at universities 

culture and manufacturing to “serv- ing and retrieving information, or or in special courses sponsored by 
ices”: today less than half our working handling it in computers. We can the company for which you work. 
population produces the food and goods design new devices that do some of the . 
for the remainder, Education, health, thinking functions of men, that will Q. Does General Electric offer these 

and recreation are new needs. They make education more effective and per- advantages to a young scientist or 
require a new information technology haps contribute substantially to reducing engineer? 

to eliminate the drudgery of routine the cost of medical treatment. We can A. General Electric is a large diver- 
mental tasks as our electrical tech- design new devices for more efficient sified company in which young men 
nology eliminated routine _ physical “paper handling” in the — service have the opportunity of working on a 
drudgery. industries. variety of problems with experienced 

3. The continued need for national . people at the forefront of science and 
defense and for arms reduction: the  @. If | want to be a part of this new technology. There are a number of 
majority of our technical resources activity, how should | plan my career? laboratories where research and ad- 
is concerned with research and devel- A. First of all, recognize that the vanced development is and has been 
opment for military purposes. But meeting of needs and wants of society traditional. The Company offers incen- 
increasingly, we must look to new tech- with products and services is most tives for graduate studies, as well as 
nical means for detection and control. important and satisfying work. Today a number of educational programs 
4. The arising expectations of the peo- this activity requires not only knowl- with expert and experienced teachers. 
ples of the newly developing nations: edge of science and technology but Talk to your placement officers and 
here the “haves” of our society must also of economics, sociology and the members of your faculty. I hope you 
provide the industry and the tools for the best of the past as learned from the will plan to meet our representative 
“have-nots” of the new countries if they liberal arts. To do the engineering when he visits the campus. 
are to share the advantages of mod- invalver ae weisd least for young 
SiH TEC . oe 5 Mei Ly PECSR men, the most varied experience possi- ern technology. It is now clearly recog: ble. This means worldne ata nomber A recent address by Dr. Hollomon 
nized by all that Western technology is ee Hy meng | = stled “Enaineering’ be plein s * of different jobs involving different entitled ‘‘Engineering’s Great Challenge 
capable of furnishing the material . Jobs s iff — the 1960's,” will be of interest to 
goods of modern life to the billions oe ode sand technelogy and di erent moet Junldrs, SéHiets. Gad Gradiat 
of people of the world rather than products. [his Kind of experience tor Students. It’s available by addressing 
only to the millions in the West. engineers AS: One of the best means of your request to: Dr. J. H. Hollomon, 

We see in these new wants, prospects learning how to conceive and design Section 699-2, General Electric Com- 
for General Electric’s future growth —how to be able to meet the changing pany, Schenectady 5, N.Y. 

and contribution. requirements of the times. 

Q. Could you give us some examples? 

A. We are investigating techniques for G a N E R A L E L E C T R l C 
the control and measurement of air and 
water pollution which will be appli- 

cable not only to cities, but to individual All applicants will receive consideration for employment 
households. We have developed, for without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin. 
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